Adult Jewelry (and Weaving) Class List At a Glance - Spring 2022
These adult classes in Jewelry and Weaving will be offered in person during the Creative
Workshop’s Spring 2022 session. This document lets you check classes at a glance. Please note,
however, that classes often register quickly so some classes here may be full. Registrations can
be processed online, through the mail with a check or in person.
Beginning Jewelry, 8 Tuesdays 6:30-9:30 pm, April 12-June 7 (no class April 19) [taught by Joanne
LaChiusa] 52SP22
Here’s your chance to learn basic cutting, filing, forming, soldering and finishing metal. You’ll
use tiny, fine-toothed sawblades to cut metal and learn to solder copper, brass or silver. You’ll
also learn to bezel-set stones, as you design and create your own fine jewelry. Each teacher
approaches the class with a unique style, with an eye towards demonstrating and instilling fine
craftsmanship and safe techniques from your very first project. Fee includes standard supply kit
(no silver).
Continuing in Jewelry, 8 Mondays 9:30 am-12:30 pm, April 11-June 13 (no class April 18 & May
30) [taught by Loraine Cooley] 53SP22
Continuing in Jewelry, 8 Wednesdays 6:30-9:30 pm, April 13-June 8 (no class April 20) [taught
by Joanne LaChiusa] 54SP22
Take on more ambitious projects and learn more advanced techniques than those offered in
Beginning Jewelry. This class is designed for students who have basic jewelry making skills
including sawing, filing, silver soldering, and forming.
Weaving, 8 Wednesdays 6:30-9:30 pm, April 13-June 8 (no class April 20) [taught by Mimi
Smith] 40SP22
This exciting fiber art combines color, texture, wonderful yarns and fascinating patterns all in
one piece. Beginners will learn how to set up a loom and create a small special project of their
own while also compiling a notebook of yarn samples and suggestions for further exploration.
Continuing students will advance to more complex techniques while weaving larger pieces of
their choosing such as placemats, towels, scarves, runners and even rugs.

To register for any of these classes, please see https://mag.rochester.edu/
creativeworkshop/
You can also call our office at (585) 276-8959 or email us at
creativeworkshop@mag.rochester.edu to get a registration started.

